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Development of Long Pulse Gyrotron for Fusion Device
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Abstract
The breakthrough technologies such as high-order volume mode oscillation, depressed collector for

energy recovery and diamond output window developed for the ITER gyrotron are applied to a high
power I l0 GHz gyrotron for JT-60U. The stable oscillation of I MW, 2 s was successfully achieved at

I l0 GHz. A stray RF is outputted from the DC break between the body and the collector. The stray RF

measured by calorimetry found to be 5.4Vo of output RF power at I MW output. This is reasonable value

compared with a predicted loss (-7Va of output RF power) during RF mode conversion from TE22,6 to

Gaussian beam mode by in-waveguide mode converter and phase corrected mirror in the gyrotron.
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1. Introduction
The electron cyclotron range of frequencies

(ECRF) is one of the most promising tools for the

steady state operation of fusion reactors. High
performance gyrotron is required as a ECRF source for
steady state operation of the fusion reactor such as the

International Thermonuclear Experimental Reactor
(ITER). The required specifications of the gyrotron are

100 GHz band, I MW output power and CW operative,
which will be used for electron cyclotron heating (ECH)

and current drive (ECCD). and stabilization of MHD
instabilities [1,2].

On the development of a gyrotron for fusion
device, low efficiency, large heat load to the the cavity
due to ohmic loss and CW operative output window at I
MW had been crucial issues. At first. low oscillation
efficiency was overcome by the energy recovery of
spent electron beam by depressed collector [3]. At the

next, high-order volume mode oscillation (TE3l,8) was

demonstrated [4]. As a solution of the last problem,
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diamond output window synthesized by the chemical
vapor deposition was developed [5] and then a gyrotron

operation of 170 GHz, 0.45 MW, 8 s was achieved [6].
These technologies are applied to a high power I l0
GHz gyrotron for JT-60U.

In this paper, the design and the performance of a

gyrotron for high power and long pulse operation are

described and the estimation of the stray RF power in
the gyrotron on the operation of high power and long
pulse are carried out.

2. Design of the 110 GHz Gyrotron
Schematic drawing and design parameters of ll0

GHz gyrotron for JT-60U are shown in Fig. I and Table

1, respectively. The length of gyrotron in the direction
of electron beam trajectory is 3.0 m and the weight is
800 kg. A hollow electron beam is drawn from
magnetron injection gun (MIG) of triode type. The
emitter of the cathode is metal-coated Barium oxide.
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Fig. 1 Schematic drawing of the 110 GHz gyrotron for
JT-60U.

Table 1 Desighn parameters of the 110 GHz gyrotron for
JT-60U

--o-Power (MW)
--*- Efficiency (olol

Electron beam current (A)

Fig.2 Dependence of the RF output power and the
output efficiency on the electron beam current at
short pulse operation (-1 ms) without energy
recovery.

than 1.3 kWcm2 at l.l MW oscillation. TheTE22.6
mode is converted into Gaussian beam using in-
waveguide radiator and phase corrected mirrors in the
gyrotron and is output through a diamond window. The

mode conversion efficiency from T822,6 to Gaussian

beam mode at the output window is -93Vo without
ohmic loss.

The gyrotron have a single stage depressed
collector for efficiency enhancement which is inevitable

for long pulse operation to reduce the heat load to the

collector. Thus the gyrotron have a body section that is

insulated from the collector by alumina cylinder. The

body section is insulated also from metal wall of a

super-conducting magnet by an insulator jacket.

3. Performance of The 110 GHz Gyrotron
3.1 Oscillation characteristics

The dependence of the RF output power and the

output efficiency on the electron beam current at short

pulse operation (-l ms) without energy recovery is

shown in Fig. 2. The static magnetic field intensity was

optimized for each electron beam current. The
accelerating voltage was 85-95 kV. The output
efficiency is -25Vo from 30 A to 50 A and the output
RF power is in proportional to the electron beam

current.

Fig. 3 shows the dependence ofthe leakage current

to the anode and the body section on the voltage of the

depressed collector. Long pulse operation was done at

38 kV of the depressed collector voltage where the
leakage current to the anode is small, i.e., the number of
the repelled electron is small. The maximum efficiency
of 39Vo was obtained by applying the depressed
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where radius and the width are 45.6 mm and 4 mm,

respectively. A cavity is conventional cylindrical open

type and made of copper strengthened with dispersion of
alumina. The operation mode is T822,6. The electron

beam is injected at rb (beam radius) = l0.l mm in the

cavity, where the coupling coefficient with T822,6
mode is maximum. The heat load at the cavity is less
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Fig. 4 Time evolution of voltages of body section, the
anode and the cathode, acceleration voltage.
electron beam current. and diode signal
monitoring the output power for 1 MW long pulse
operation.
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Fig. 3 Dependence of the leakage current to the anode
and the body section on the voltage of the
depressed collector.

collector voltage of 38 kV where the output power was

l.l MW, and the beam current was 50 A, and the pulse

width was 0.1 s.

3.2 High power long pulse oscillation
As for the high power long pulse operation, the

output power of lMW, the output efficiency of 24Vo and

the pulse width of 2 s were obtained where the beam

current was 49 A and the accelerating voltage was 85

kV and the anode voltage was 40 kV. The depressed

collector voltage was 28 kV so that the total efficiency
was 367o. The time evolution of voltage of the body
section. the anode. the cathode. beam current. and diode
signal monitoring the output power for 1 MW long
pulse operation are shown in Fig. 4. All of the valuables

are kept constant during the 2 s operation. Reduction of
the oscillation efficiency did not occur. Stable
oscillation of I MW, 24Vo and 2 s was confirmed
experimentally.

The temperature increase of the cavity, the collector
and the output window at the operation of I MW, 2 s

are shown in Fig. 5. The temperature increase of the

cavity was stabilized at 0.5 s and that of the output
window was also almost stabilized at 2 s. Though a

downshift of the oscillation frequency due to the

expansion of the inner diameter of the cavity was

observed, which did not make the oscillation unstable.

The downshift was -0.1 GHz. Though, as for the
collector, the temperature was not saturated within 2 s, it
is predicted that the temperature increase of the collector
is stabilized at -5 s and reaches -100 K at 1 MW
operation by rough estimation. Therefore, the further
long pulse operation will be possible.
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Fig. 5 Temperature increase of the cavity, the collector
and the output window at the operation of 1 MW
2s.
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4. RF Leak from the 110GHz Gyrotron
The heat generation by the stray RF at the

components inside the gyrotron becomes critical for
further pulse extension. Large heat generation causes

intense release of outgas. Though the outgas per a
operation is reduced shot by shot so that the pulse

duration can be extended continuously, the stray RF

should be reduced significantly for CW operation. One

method we adopted was to use the DC break as an

output window of the stray RF. In order to investigate

the level of the stray RF, the leakage of RF power from
the DC break was estimated from the temperature

increase of fluorocarbon coolant which flow along the

DC break ceramic as a coolant. The schematic drawing

of the DC break and the surroundings are shown in Fig.

6. The insulator (absorber) absorbs almost leakage RF

from the DC break, whose cylindrical wall is l0 cm in

Absorber

Coolant

RF break

Fig. 6 Schematic drawing of the DC break and the
Surroundings.

height and 30 cm in diameter, and the heat produced at

the insulator is transferred to the coolant. The leakage of
RF power measured was 5.47o of output RF power,
which is a reasonable value since the RF loss during the

mode conversion from TE22,6 to Gaussian beam is
estimated -7Voby a calculation based on the diffraction
theory.

5. Summary
High power long pulse (1 MW, 2 s) operation of

110 GHz gyrotoron was successfully achieved. The

oscillation of gyrotron was stable during the pulse

duration of 2 s. It was clearly shown that the cavity, the

output window and the collector withstand the operation

of I MW, over several seconds. A leakage RF power

from the DC break between the body section and the

collector was estimated to be 5.4Vo of the output power

of I MW, which is comparable with the predicted lost

RF power during the mode conversion inside the

gyrotron calculated based on the diffraction theory.
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